Confidence in practice

Liver Cancer
Edited by K. Okuda and E. Tabor

hardback £125.00 640 pages 64 line, 350 b/w + 38 col illus July 1997 0 443 05481 9

This is a multi-author text on all aspects of primary liver cancer, edited by internationally respected names in the field. There has been no comprehensive book on liver cancer published within the last ten years, during which time great progress has been made both in basic science and clinical studies. This book provides comprehensive and up-to-date information on all the important aspects of primary liver cancer, with a special emphasis on hepatocellular carcinoma.

Liver Cancer gives you an update on new aspects such as

- Changing world epidemiology due to changing prevalence of hepatitis B and C viruses
- Newly emerging hepatitis C-associated hepatocellular carcinoma
- Recent progress in the mechanism of hepatocarcinogenesis such as suppressor gene alterations
- Molecular basis of hepatitis virus-induced carcinogenesis
- Link of experimental chemical carcinogenesis to molecular changes
- New imaging methods for the diagnosis of minute cancers
- Newly developed treatment modalities
- Transplantation
- Multidisciplinary therapy (including heavy particle radiation)

With its hundreds of high quality images, thorough descriptions and expert advice you can rely on Liver Cancer to help in your everyday work with this common cancer.

Decision Making in Oncology: Evidence-Based Management
B. Djulbegovic and D. M. Sullivan

hardback £45.00 400 pages 250 line illus April 1997 0 443 08989 2

Solve your problems rapidly and cost-effectively! Organised around algorithms, this book offers a problem oriented approach to decision making in oncology.

- Evaluates the quality of supporting evidence for recommended management strategies, enabling you more accurately to estimate outcomes of different options
- Provides authoritative treatment guidelines supplemented with detailed therapeutic physicians' orders
- Presents comprehensive benefits/risk ratio tables for determining the most effective oncology treatment programmes and outcomes
- Algorithms allow you to find answers at a glance
- Emphasis is on rapid, cost effective problem solving

Please send me
- Liver Cancer 0 443 05481 9 £135.00 less 10%: £121.50
- Decision Making in Oncology: Evidence-Based Management 0 443 08989 2 £45.00 less 10%: £40.50
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